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Translation
Title: High-re?ectivity multi-layer coatings for the CLASP sounding rocket project
Abstract: We are planning an international rocket experiment Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha
Spectro-Polarimeter (CLASP) is (2015 planned) that Lyman ? line (Ly? line)
polarization spectroscopic observations from the sun. The purpose of this experiment,
detected with high accuracy of the linear polarization of the Ly? lines to 0.1% by using a
Hanle effect is to measure the magnetic field of the chromosphere-transition layer
directly. For polarization photometric accuracy achieved that ~ 0.1% required for CLASP,
it is necessary to realize the monitoring device with a high throughput. On the other hand,
Ly? line (vacuum ultraviolet rays) have a sensitive characteristics that is absorbed by the
material. We therefore set the optical system of the reflection system (transmission only
the wavelength plate), each of the mirrors, subjected to high efficiency of the multilayer
coating in accordance with the role. Primary mirror diameter of CLASP is about 30 cm,
the amount of heat about 30,000 J is about 5 minutes of observation time is coming
mainly in the visible light to the telescope. In addition, total flux of the sun visible light
overwhelmingly large and about 200 000 times the Ly? line wavelength region.
Therefore, in terms of thermal management and 0.1% of the photometric measurement
accuracy achieved telescope, elimination of the visible light is essential. We therefore,
has a high reflectivity (> 50%) in Ly? line, visible light is a multilayer coating be kept to
a low reflectance (<5%) (cold mirror coating) was applied to the primary mirror.
On the other hand, the efficiency of the polarization analyzer required chromospheric
magnetic field measurement (the amount of light) Conventional (magnesium fluoride has
long been known as a material for vacuum ultraviolet (MgF2) manufactured ellipsometer;
Rs = 22%) about increased to 2.5 times were high efficiency reflective polarizing element
analysis. This device, Bridou et al. (2011) is proposed "that is coated with a thin film of
the substrate MgF2 and SiO2 fused silica." As a result of the measurement, Rs = 54.5%,
to achieve a Rp = 0.3%, high efficiency, of course, capable of taking out only about s-
polarized light. Other reflective optical elements (the secondary mirror, the diffraction
grating-collector mirror), subjected to high-reflection coating of Al + MgF2 (reflectance
of about 80%), less than 5% in the entire optical system by these (CCD Science was
achieved a high throughput as a device for a vacuum ultraviolet ray of the entire system
less than 5% (CCD of QE is not included).
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